"In vivo Brodmann mapping" or non-invasive cortical parcellation using MRI, especially by measuring cortical myelination, has recently become a popular research topic, though myeloarchitectonic cortical parcellation in humans previously languished in favor of cytoarchitecture. We review recent in vivo myelin mapping studies and discuss some of the different methods for estimating myelin content. We discuss some ways in which myelin maps may improve surface registration and be useful for cross-modal and cross-species comparisons, including some preliminary cross-species results. Next, we consider neurobiological aspects of why some parts of cortex are more myelinated than others. Myelin content is inversely correlated with intracortical circuit complexity -in general, more myelin content means simpler and perhaps less dynamic intracortical circuits. Using existing PET data and functional network parcellations, we examine metabolic differences in the differently myelinated cortical functional networks. Lightly myelinated cognitive association networks tend to have higher aerobic glycolysis than heavily myelinated early sensory-motor ones, perhaps reflecting greater ongoing dynamic anabolic cortical processes. This finding is consistent with the hypothesis that intracortical myelination may stabilize intracortical circuits and inhibit synaptic plasticity. Finally, we discuss the future of the in vivo myeloarchitectural field and cortical parcellation -"in vivo Brodmann mapping" -in general.
notably Adolf Hopf) produced detailed myeloarchitectonic parcellations of the human cerebral cortex. In humans, however, myeloarchitectonics was largely sidelined by a focus on cytoarchitecture, e.g. Brodmann's maps (see Nieuwenhuys, 2012 for an excellent review of the history of human myelin-based cortical parcellation). Recently, cortical parcellation based on myelin content has remerged through the use of non-invasive MRI modalities (e.g. Glasser and Van Essen, 2011, and reviewed below) . Myeloarchitectural features have also begun to be measured noninvasively with high resolution MRI (e.g., b0.5 mm voxel size), though this has largely been limited to area V1 (primary visual cortex) so far (e.g. Geyer et al., 2011) . Accurate myeloarchitectural laminar profiles will require anatomically correct definition of the cortical layers (Waehnert et al., 2014) .
We focus here on surface-based analyses that respect the topology of the cortical sheet, but note that a few studies have examined myelin content or myeloarchitectural features in one or a few areas using a volumetric approach (some are reviewed in Glasser and Van Essen, 2011) . Fischl et al. (2004) reported the first non-invasive whole hemisphere group-average T1 maps of myelin content. These revealed the lightly myelinated anterior insular and cingulate cortices and the heavily myelinated sensori-motor and retrosplenial cortices (Fischl et al., 2004) . The first detailed non-invasive surface-based study of a cortical area's myelin content was by Sigalovsky et al. (2006) who used 1/T1 maps (often called 'R1 maps') to identify the heavily myelinated auditory core (primary auditory cortex) across individual subjects (Sigalovsky et al., 2006) . Salat et al. (2009) produced maps of gray matter T1w image intensity divided by subjacent white matter T1w intensity. Though they were interested in differences in T1w intensity throughout the adult lifespan, their maps have many of the variations that we now recognize as differences in cortical myelin content. In their whole brain group maps, they found all of the features present in Fischl et al. (2004) plus increased T1w intensity in the visual cortex, and decreased T1w intensity in the temporal pole and dorsal/medial prefrontal cortex . Bock et al. (2009 Bock et al. ( , 2011 provided an important direct validation of non-invasive estimates of cortical myelin content in the marmoset monkey based on signal intensity variations in T1 maps and T1w images. By directly comparing T1 maps and T1w images to myelin stains in the same animals, they non-invasively identified myelin content features representing areas MT (middle temporal area), FEF (frontal eye fields), S1 (primary somatosensory cortex), M1 (primary motor cortex), A1 (primary auditory cortex), R (rostral auditory area), DM (dorsomedial area), V1, FST (fundus of superior temporal area), S2/PV (secondary somatosensory cortex, parietal ventral area), 12, and PPv (ventral posterior parietal cortex) using MRI and demonstrated correspondences with myelin stained sections (Bock et al., 2009 (Bock et al., , 2011 . In another important validation study, Geyer et al. (2011) showed that a post-mortem T1 map of human somatosensory cortex had an intensity border closely aligned with the myeloarchitectonically and cytoarchitectonically defined border between area 4 and area 3a, as seen in histological stains of the same piece of tissue.
These earlier validation papers provided valuable support for our interpretation that the T1w/T2w ratio is a reasonable estimate of relative myelin content across the cortical surface ("myelin maps") (Glasser and Van Essen, 2011) . Using these myelin maps we identified dozens of features that represent putative cortical areas or areal borders. We showed both individual and group average data, but focused on the group average data for comparison and validation with previous cortical areal definitions. The first spatial derivative of the myelin map (i.e. the gradient magnitude) provided an observerindependent measure of the location and strength of myelin content transitions across the surface, which often represent putative areal borders. For example, the surface-based probabilistic maps (from cytoarchitectural histology) originally from Zilles and Amunts's groups had gradient defined areal borders in the same locations as the myelin maps between areas 6,4a + 4p,3a,3b, and 1 + 2.
We also demonstrated that myelin maps are informative not just for heavily myelinated areas but across the full spectrum of myelination, from very lightly myelinated anterior insula, cingulate, and temporal pole, to heavily myelinated area 4, V1, auditory core, and retrosplenial cortex. We compared myelin maps to many available histological cortical parcellation studies to identify myelin content features according to previous literature. In the cortex of the parieto-occipital sulcus, which has not previously been parcellated with histology in the human, we identified three areas with distinct myelin content: POS1, POS2, and POS3 (parieto-occipital sulcus areas 1-3). The myelin content feature corresponding to POS2 was later proposed to be the human homologue of macaque visual area V6A . Finally, we discussed the correlations between myelin content and other properties of cortex, a topic we reconsider in an expanded context below.
Several subsequent studies have reported additional interesting results using in vivo mapping of cortical myelin content or myeloarchitecture. Sánchez-Panchuelo et al. (2011) compared 7T derived T2*w images with retinotopic fMRI activations in V1 and MT + (middle temporal complex), demonstrating correspondence between the retinotopic borders of V1 and the stria of Gennari (also reported by Bridge et al., 2005) together with a colocalization of retinotopic MT+ with a T2*w hypointense band (Sánchez-Panchuelo et al., 2011) . Cohen-Adad et al. (2012) measured T2* across the entire cortical surface at 7T, identifying heavily myelinated visual, sensorimotor, auditory, and retrosplenial cortices as having lower T2* and lightly myelinated anterior cingulate and insula, medial and lateral prefrontal, and posterior cingulate cortices as having higher T2* (Cohen-Adad et al., 2012) .
Expanding on this multi-modal approach, Sereno et al. (2012) carried out an informative comparison between in vivo myelin and retinotopic fMRI over a wide cortical expanse using 1/T1 maps. They focused on heavily myelinated regions of cortex that also showed retinotopic organization. Aside from confirming that sensory-motor cortex is heavily myelinated, they reported relatively heavily myelination of visual areas V1, V3A, MT, V6, V6A, V8/VO1, FST, and FEFs. They also found that heavily myelinated multi-modal areas LIP (lateral intraparietal area), VIP (ventral intraparietal area), and IFS (inferior frontal sulcus) had some retinotopic organization. Many of their proposed homology assignments between macaque invasively identified cortical areas and human non-invasive results seem plausible. However, their proposed homology of human and macaque VIP warrants further evaluation, e.g., using the same task paradigms in each species, as it is not easy to reconcile with our findings in myelin maps across humans, chimpanzees, and macaques . Other heavily myelinated regions illustrated but not discussed by Sereno et al. (2012) include 47 m, PrCO (precentral opercular cortex), and pSTS (posterior superior temporal sulcus) as described by Glasser and Van Essen (2011) . We are unable to tell whether their approach also reveals the lightly myelinated areas that we identified, because they chose to threshold their data. Dick et al. (2012) extended the multi-modal approach to auditory cortex, examining tonotopically organized heavily myelinated auditory cortex with 1/T1 maps and tonotopic fMRI. They find that they can localize primary auditory cortical areas A1 and R using the combination of myelin content maps and tonotopic maps . Bock et al. (2012) made an important methodological advance to in vivo myelin mapping, improving the T1w contrast for myelin in the MPRAGE sequence by increasing the delay between the MR inversion pulses. Though this increases scan duration, it improves CNR more effectively than the same amount of extra time spent averaging (Bock et al., 2012) .
Commentary and methodological advances
Recently, we have implemented several methodological enhancements to the T1w/T2w myelin mapping technique. One important determinant of myelin map quality is the accuracy of the white matter surface and pial surface reconstructions used to delimit the cortical gray matter ribbon (Glasser and Van Essen, 2011) . Standard 1 mm isotropic voxels in humans are too coarse in resolution to accurately segment cortex in regions such as early visual cortex and primary somatosensory cortex, where cortical thickness is less than 2 mm (or 2 voxels) as measured histologically by Von Economo and Koskinas (Triarhou, 2007) . Additionally, gyral white matter blades in such regions may be even thinner, which further complicates cortical segmentation and surface generation. The Human Connectome Project (HCP) has addressed this problem by acquiring 0.7 mm isotropic T1w and T2w images. In addition, the HCP processing pipelines ) take advantage of these higher resolution images with customizations introduced in the latest version of FreeSurfer (5.2) for final gradient-based surface placement . Additionally, the T2w image is used to remove blood vessels and dura from the pial surface (they no longer need to be thresholded out of the T1w/T2w histogram as described in Glasser and Van Essen, 2011) . The T2w image also enables gray matter specific intensity normalization to remove the effects of myelin content on pial surface generation , improving the robustness of the pial surface in very lightly myelinated cortical areas. Finally, the minor spatial distortion between T1w and T2w images caused by their differing readout bandwidth (van der Kouwe et al., 2008 ) is removed in the same way that distortion is removed from the phase encoding direction of EPI images, i.e., with a field map scaled according to the readout sample spacing . The images are then registered with highly accurate cross-modal boundary-based registration techniques . The result of these methodological improvements is much higher quality individual subject myelin maps, as illustrated by the unsmoothed myelin map in one individual ( Fig. 1) , from the HCP Q1 public data release (http://www. humanconnectome.org/data/). Two kinds of myelin map artifacts from surface reconstruction errors, Type A errors of the white matter surface being placed too superficially and Type B errors of the pial surface being placed too deeply, are both greatly reduced by the above methodological improvements. Thus, the myelin map artifact correction steps described in Glasser and Van Essen (2011) are no longer needed.
Additionally, cortical thickness measurements will be improved by these improvements in surface reconstruction.
The T1w/T2w myelin mapping method has been criticized because it does not measure a quantitative physical property of the tissue (as does a T1 map, which measures the longitudinal relaxation rate of protons within the tissue). Also, unlike receive field (B1 −) biases, the T1w/T2w ratio cannot completely correct for transmit field (B1 +) biases in intensity and contrast , since they are only correlated between T1w and T2w, and not identical (Glasser and Van Essen, 2011) . On the one hand, we strongly endorse the use of T1 maps by investigators who are able to acquire or access them and can also compensate for the B1 + effects that must also be corrected in T1 mapping to achieve accurate quantitative values . Such T1 mapping, when correctly implemented, can indeed provide a more quantitative measure and be advantageous when making subtle quantitative comparisons across sites and scanners. T1 mapping methods (e.g. MP2RAGE (Marques et al., 2010) ) are also more appropriate at 7T, where T2w spin echo sequences face SAR limitations (though T1w and T2*w scans can be used (Martino et al., 2012) ). On the other hand, it has not yet been established whether T1 maps, T1w/T2w ratio maps or other methods (like magnetization transfer maps) provide the best contrast to noise for discriminating neighboring cortical areas according to subtle relative differences in myelin content for the purpose of cortical parcellation. In our study (Glasser and Van Essen, 2011) , we identified a larger number of myelin content features in T1w/T2w maps than have yet been identified by other investigators using other methods. Thus it would be interesting to directly compare T1w/T2w myelin maps to unthresholded group average myelin maps generated with different modalities after registration to a common surface atlas to determine whether there are differences in sensitivity to cortical areal boundaries across methods.
Regarding B1 + effects, T1w/T2w does enable reasonably good correction on scanners with good B1 + homogeneity. Fig. 2 shows B1 − receive field corrected (Siemens's prescan normalize) T1w and T2w images before and after correction using the sqrt(T1w × T2w) bias field correction approach, which is based on the same approximation as the T1w/T2w myelin mapping approach (Rilling et al., 2011) . The corrected images are clearly more homogeneous. To Fig. 1 . Single subject unsmoothed myelin map from the 0.7 mm isotropic publically released HCP data. Medial wall is masked in black. Color scale ranges from 4% (black) to 96% (red).
enable interested investigators to model B1 − and B1 + fields more precisely, the HCP is acquiring scans for mapping these intensity bias fields (head and body coil images with the same sequence for B1 − and AFI for B1 + (Yarnykh, 2007) ). In post-processing, one can also explicitly remove very low spatial frequency differences (on the order of 20-30 mm FWHM) between the cortical hemispheres, or between biased individual and unbiased group average data, to greatly reduce any residual transmit field effects on the myelin maps ). When we compared two group average datasets acquired on different scanners, with different sequences, at different sites, we found qualitatively very similar overall results (Glasser and Van Essen, 2011) . Finally, when the group average T1w/T2w myelin maps presented in Glasser and Van Essen (2011) are visually compared with T1 map-based myelin maps presented by Sereno et al. (2012) , there are no obvious qualitative differences in relative cortical areal myelin content across the surface. Thus, at 3T, T1w/T2w myelin mapping remains a particularly widely accessible method for mapping cortical areas in vivo in humans and non-human primates (Glasser et al., 2011b ) based on relative differences in cortical myelin content.
Based on our experience with myelin mapping, we offer several practical suggestions for interested investigators. 1) Most previous in vivo studies have focused on heavily myelinated cortical areas, whereas myelin maps provide valuable information over the full spectrum of very lightly to very heavily myelinated cortex. To capitalize on this information, it is desirable to avoid thresholding the myelin maps and also to use a color scale that makes use of the full range of visible colors. Also, surface gradients provide an observer independent identification of the most likely locations of myelin content transitions. 2) With sufficient numbers of subjects (easily acquirable with T1w/T2w myelin mapping), we have found it unnecessary to smooth the resulting group average data. More recently, with high resolution T1w and T2w images, the individual data also do not need smoothing ( Fig. 1) . Smoothing of myelin map data can obscure small but interesting features like area 3a, which is more lightly myelinated than surrounding cortex, but very narrow. 3) It is important to avoid the use of trilinear interpolation on images to be used for surface generation or myelin mapping, because this significantly increases the partial voluming between white matter, gray matter, and CSF (Glasser and Van Essen, 2011) . The use of trilinear interpolation (or anything that results in significant unconstrained volumetric smoothing) reduces the accuracy of the surfaces generated and of the myelin maps. 4) Finally we offer some notes on acquisitions for T1w/T2w images: a) Both T1w and T2w images need to be high resolution (preferably smaller than 1 mm isotropic). b) Fat saturation of the T2w image greatly reduces the usable contrast for myelin mapping (and T2w adjustment of the pial surface), likely due to the reduction of magnetization transfer contrast (see below), and should thus be avoided. c) Conversely, fat saturation is highly desirable for T1w images, as it reduces the likelihood of surface reconstruction errors due either to fat shifted onto the brain or to bright fat in the marrow near the cortical surface. d) Our best results have been obtained using the gradient echo T1w MPRAGE and the variable flip angle spin echo T2w SPACE sequences.
Interestingly, the terms T1w and T2w are radiological terms that have little to do with the underlying physical contrast mechanisms present in the two images. In pure T2 maps there is little contrast between gray and white matter (Oros-Peusquens et al., 2008) . Instead, the excellent gray/white contrast in the variable flip angle spin echo T2w SPACE sequence likely arises mostly from T1 and magnetization transfer (MT) effects (Thomas et al., 2004; Weigel et al., 2010) (Turner, Robert: personal communication) , which are both highly sensitive to myelin (Koenig, 1991; Rademacher et al., 1999) . The gradient echo MPRAGE sequence has excellent gray/white contrast from T1 and T2* weighting (Van de Moortele et al., 2009) , both of which also show contrast for myelin and also iron, which is colocalized with myelin in cortex (Fukunaga et al., 2010) . Though the physical contrast mechanisms behind T1w/T2w myelin maps are complex, they produce excellent contrast to noise for variations in relative myelin content that can be used for a variety of purposes.
Future uses of myelin content mapping
In vivo MRI-based myelin maps provide an initial window into the architectonics of cerebral cortex in living brains that can also be studied with functional methods. It is highly desirable to compare myelin maps with other non-invasive imaging modalities, including resting state fMRI (Glasser et al., 2011a) and task fMRI . Intriguingly, many areal boundaries are colocalized between myelin maps and these fMRI methods, but there are also interesting complementarities. For example, all three modalities tend to show boundaries in the same location at the transition between one major functional region and another (e.g. between sensori-motor cortex and association cortex, or between visual cortex and association cortex). On the other hand, myelin maps currently show more areal definition within primary regions like somato-motor cortex, whereas the vast expanses of lightly myelinated association cortex are better defined using resting state or task fMRI.
Further evidence of the utility of myelin maps for understanding cortical organization comes from comparing them across humans, chimpanzees, and macaques . For example, Fig. 3 reproduces a figure from Glasser et al. (2012b) showing myelin maps across humans, chimpanzees, and macaques. Similarities in the heavily myelinated areas (such as the early sensory and motor areas, MT + complex, and retrosplenial cortex) and very lightly myelinated areas (such as the anterior cingulate, anterior insula, and temporal pole) can be easily recognized across the three species. It is also clear that cortex has undergone significant evolutionary change across species, with a vast expansion of the lightly myelinated (blue) regions (prefrontal cortex, inferior parietal cortex, and lateral temporal cortex) in humans in comparison to chimpanzees and macaques. This expansion is illustrated quantitatively in Fig. 4 , also reproduced from Glasser et al. (2012b) . The myelin content distribution peak in humans is on the lightly myelinated end of the spectrum whereas in macaques it is on the heavily myelinated end of the spectrum, with chimpanzees being intermediate, but closer to macaques than to humans. Further detailed discussion of these comparative myelin maps will be presented elsewhere.
Cortical areas are not constrained to lie in the same positions relative to cortical folds across individuals within a species (Amunts et al., 1999; Van Essen et al., 2012b) , let alone across species separated by millions of years of evolution. Thus, myelin maps provide a tool for proposing putatively homologous regions and areas across species, both as an end in itself, and for other means. For example, using interspecies cortical surface registration to analyze the expansion of cortical regions during human evolution (Hill et al., 2010; Van Essen and Dierker, 2007) will likely benefit from landmarks delineated by myelin map transitions along with areal boundaries defined by other methods. Comparative tractography studies can also use myelin maps to aid in drawing cortical seed and target ROIs that are more likely to be in homologous cortical regions (Rilling et al., 2011) , rather than inferring homologous locations of ROIs based on sulcal geometry .
Myelin maps will also be useful in comparisons between individuals within a species. Though surface-based nonlinear registration of the cerebral cortex is clearly superior to volume-based registration Frost and Goebel, 2012; Tucholka et al., 2012; Van Essen et al., 2012b) , surface registration using shape features alone is unlikely to align those cortical areas with variable relationships to folding patterns across individuals (e.g. MT+/hOC5) Van Essen et al., 2012b) . Myelin content maps, which are closer than folding patterns to the underlying cortical architectonics and function, can improve cortical surface registration (Robinson et al., 2013a,b) . Such improvements in alignment across subjects will be invaluable for ongoing multi-modal non-invasive parcellation efforts and other group neuroimaging studies. Though there are many interesting uses for myelin maps, one that deserves further discussion here is the comparison between myelin maps and other trends and properties of human cerebral cortex.
Correlation of myelin maps with other cortical architectural properties
Myelin maps represented on standardized surface atlases enable comparisons with other data that have been brought onto the same atlas mesh (e.g. Fischl et al., 2008; Glasser and Van Essen, 2011, and above) . Mapping histological data onto this mesh can be difficult. Nonetheless, useful qualitative comparisons can be made with published histological data. For example, the 2D drawings of myelin content across the cortical surface by Adolf Hopf (Hopf, 1955 (Hopf, , 1956 Hopf and Vitzthum, 1957) can be compared with in vivo myelin maps, revealing similar patterns of myelin content. The most basic observation is that primary sensory and motor areas tend to be the most heavily myelinated (Sanides, 1969) whereas association areas tend to be less heavily myelinated, though there are exceptions in both cases (Glasser and Van Essen, 2011) .
Given the empirical fact that myelin density varies widely across the cortex, it is natural to wonder why some cortical areas are more heavily myelinated than others. Myelination surely evolved to speed axonal conduction (Hartline and Colman, 2007) , and the amount of myelination increases for at least a portion of axons in white matter as brain size increases, maintaining a similar transmission latency across the larger brain (Wang et al., 2008) . Axons in cat visual cortex have been shown to optimize their gray matter axonal arbor designs for both total "wire" length and timing precision (Budd et al., 2010) , rather than just minimizing wire length. Also, long stretches of these axons lack synaptic boutons in gray matter and are presumed to be myelinated (Budd et al., 2010) . Though myelin is important for conduction speed and timing, Braitenberg (1962) suggested an interesting additional possibility for why axons have stretches lacking synaptic boutons. He argued that the primary reason for the myelination of axons in cortical gray matter is insulation to prevent formation of aberrant synapses and evolutionarily detrimental connections (Braitenberg, 1962) . There is now a considerable amount of molecular evidence that factors associated with myelin inhibit both new axonal growth and synapse formation (Chen et al., 2000; Kapfhammer and Schwab, 1994; McGee and Strittmatter, 2003; McGee et al., 2005; McKerracher et al., 1994) , which may reduce the plasticity of heavily myelinated regions. In heavily myelinated primary visual cortex, the stria of Gennari is present even in congenitally blind subjects, suggesting that this myeloarchitectural feature is not very plastic, as it forms independently of visual experience and does not require visual experience to be maintained (Trampel et al., 2011) . Braitenberg (1962) also noted that most of the radial fibers in cortex are afferents specifically terminating in layers III and IV and efferents specifically originating from layers III and V. Tangential myelinated fibers are concentrated in the outer and inner bands of Baillarger and are mainly efferent axon collaterals running for some distance, 200-300 μm below the cell bodies of the originating pyramidal neurons (Braitenberg, 1962) . Aside from these major myelinated fiber populations, other kinds of myelinated fibers are likely to contribute a smaller portion of the variation in overall cortical myelin content across six layered neocortical areas (Braitenberg, 1962) . Though it varies from cortical area to cortical area, the myelin content profile from white surface to pial surface tends to decrease (from decreasing density of radial fibers) but has variable local increases as one crosses each tangential fiber population (Braitenberg, 1962) . Thus, the in vivo myelin content measured in a cortical area will be mainly correlated with the density of radial and tangential fibers per unit cortical volume. These differences might be related to how much protection from synapse formation is required of the afferent and efferent connections or considerations of signal transmission speed and preciseness of timing in a cortical area.
Transitions in myeloarchitecture are closely correlated with transitions in cytoarchitecture (e.g. Amunts et al., 2000; Geyer et al., 2011 , reviewed Nieuwenhuys, 2012 ). An interesting but rarely cited study used cytoarchitectural profiles to predict myeloarchitecture in a computer simulation (Hellwig, 1993) . The simulation used the cytoarchitectural profile plus two underlying assumptions: 1) That larger neurons contribute more to cortical myelin content than smaller ones and 2) That the density of axon collaterals at a given distance from the cell body can be modeled by a simple histogram (Paldino and Harth, 1977) . Myelin content profiles predicted from cytoarchitecture alone in many cortical areas matched the major features in histological myelin stains of the same areas (Hellwig, 1993) . These findings suggest that the laminar myeloarchitecture and cytoarchitecture are tightly linked.
Several other features of cortical architecture are correlated with myelin maps, including the density of neurons per unit cortical volume. Collins et al. (2010) found that neuronal densities tend to be high in primary somatosensory and auditory cortex, and across many visual areas (Collins et al., 2010) , which also have higher myelin content (Glasser and Van Essen, 2011) . More lightly myelinated areas tended to have lower neuronal densities (Collins et al., 2010; Glasser and Van Essen, 2011) , larger neuronal somata, and more complex intracortical circuitry, including larger dendritic field sizes, larger dendritic arbors, and more dendritic spines (Elston, 2000; Elston et al., 2001 ). This progression of increasing intracortical circuit complexity, spine density, and cell size is present in visual (Elston, 2002) , somatosensory (Elston and Rockland, 2002) , and motor cortex (Elston and Rockland, 2002) as one goes from early areas to late areas, whereas myelin content shows the opposite trend (Glasser and Van Essen, 2011) . Additionally, humans tend to have more spines and complex dendritic arbors than macaques, particularly in prefrontal regions (Elston et al., 2001 (Elston et al., , 2005 , and human cortex is on average more lightly myelinated than macaque cortex .
Another important consideration involves regional differences in the relative thickness of cortical layers. The supragranular layers tend to be more lightly myelinated than the infragranular layers. Differences in the proportion of the cortical thickness devoted to supragranular vs infragranular layers may influence the myelin content measurement, which is an average across all the cortical layers in proportion to their volume. Some myelin content differences may simply reflect differences in the numbers of afferents and efferents per unit cortical volume (radial fiber densities) and differences in the number of efferent collaterals per unit cortical volume (tangential fiber densities). Heavily myelinated cortex is often thinner (Glasser and Van Essen, 2011) , with larger numbers of neurons (Collins et al., 2010) , which may have a larger number of inputs and outputs, but it also has smaller cells with simpler dendritic arbors (Elston, 2000; Elston et al., 2001) , which take up less space. All these factors may increase the proportion of the available space filled with myelin relative to non-myelin components, leading to an increase in the relative myelin content in these cortical areas.
The main exceptions to the above trends are primary motor cortex and the other higher motor cortices. They have high myelin content (Glasser and Van Essen, 2011) , but are thick (Triarhou, 2007) , have low neuronal densities (Collins et al., 2010) , and agranular cytoarchitecture (Triarhou, 2007) . We speculated that the density of myelin content in cortical motor areas may relate to the strength of cortico-spinal projections and in particular to the proportion of axons traveling longer distances to lower regions of the spinal cord (Glasser and Van Essen, 2011) . The Betz cells that project to the spinal cord are larger than typical pyramidal cells and tend to increase in size along the motor strip from the face representation to the foot representation (Rivara et al., 2003) , corresponding to a parallel increase in myelin density (Glasser and Van Essen, 2011) . The distribution of Betz cells declines only gradually at the border between area 4 and higher pre-motor areas (parts of area 6) (Geyer et al., 2000) . Large pyramidal cells are also found in cingulate motor cortex (24d) (Braak, 1976) . Myelin content in pre-motor and cingulate motor cortex is variable, tending to be higher closer to motor cortex and lower farther away from it (Glasser and Van Essen, 2011) . Thus, variations in cortical spinal projections from Betz cells may impact myelin content in motor areas. How these myelin content variations outside primary motor cortex are related to somatotopy warrants further investigation using fMRI.
Other interesting correlations with myelin content involve developmental and evolutionary patterns. Paul Flechsig's map of the order of subcortical white matter myelination correlates with adult myelin maps (Glasser and Van Essen, 2011; Sereno et al., 2012) . Heavily myelinated areas, including primary sensory/motor areas and certain association areas (e.g. MT, 47 m, IPS), tend to myelinate early, and lightly myelinated areas, largely association areas, tend to myelinate late (Glasser and Van Essen, 2011) . Nonuniformities in postnatal cortical expansion (Hill et al., 2010) , also correlate with cortical myelin content. Heavily myelinated cortical areas tend to expand less after birth than lightly myelinated areas (Glasser and Van Essen, 2011) . As noted previously (Hill et al., 2010) , there is a strong correlation between areal expansion during development and areal expansion over the course of evolution (Van Essen and Dierker, 2007) . We extended this comparison to myelin maps, showing that lightly myelinated areas have expanded much more than heavily myelinated ones (Glasser and Van Essen, 2011) . Future work will explicitly describe this relationship using myelin content homologies to constrain interspecies surface registration; however, it is clear from preliminary studies (e.g. Figs. 3 and 4 above, Glasser et al., 2011b) that humans have undergone a large expansion of lightly myelinated association areas relative to chimpanzees or macaques. In summary, many architectural and other properties have been shown to correlate with myelin content. In the next section, we consider the relationship of myelin content to cortical metabolic properties.
Correlation of myelin maps with PET metabolic measures
To address how myelin content correlates with cortical metabolic parameters, we carried out a re-analysis of the 33 subject resting state PET dataset from a previous study (Vaishnavi et al., 2010) . Much of the processing was the same, except that we resampled the unsmoothed volumetric PET data (CMRGlu, CMRO2, CBF) into 1 mm structural space and then onto each individual subject's cortical surface using a cortical ribbon-constrained approach similar to that presented in (Glasser and Van Essen, 2011) . The cortical ribbon was defined in each PET subject using standard FreeSurfer 5.1 analysis on accompanying T1w MPRAGE scans. We corrected for partial volume effects when mapping the PET data onto the cortical surface with the assumption that the PET point spread function FWHM is 6 mm. This entailed constructing spatial partial volume regressors consisting of the effect of extracerebral space (gray matter + white matter segmentation smoothed by 6 mm), and the effect of the white matter (extracerebral space + gray matter segmentation smoothed by 6 mm), both mapped onto the surface using the same ribbon-constrained approach. We modeled both partial volume effects separately because the magnitude of the effect of extracerebral space and white matter may not be the same on the surface gray matter PET data (Park et al., 2006) . We then spatially regressed these quantities out of each PET map using a multiple regression. The PET maps were smoothed on the cortical surface by a geodesic distance of 11 mm FWHM (the same as the 3D Cartesian distance used in Vaishnavi et al., 2010) . Finally, we performed the Glycolytic Index (GI) regression (Vaishnavi et al., 2010) between CMRGlu and CMRO2 on the smoothed surface data. The goal of this regression is to measure the proportion of glucose metabolism (measured with CMRGlu) that is in excess of what is required for oxidative phosphorylation (measured by oxygen consumption, CMRO2). This fraction of glucose metabolism is known as aerobic glycolysis (for further details, see Vaishnavi et al., 2010) . The surface-based regression yields a different numerical answer than that performed by Vaishnavi et al. (2010) because we limited the regression to cortical gray matter, whereas their volumetric brain mask included cortical gray matter, subcortical gray matter, white matter, ventricles, and some extracerebral space. Performing the regression only on the cortical gray matter should maximally highlight differences between cortical regions.
Having the PET data mapped onto individual-subject cortical surfaces enabled us to use surface-based registration to average across subjects and compare the group average data directly to group average myelin maps (Glasser and Van Essen, 2011) on the same atlas surface mesh (Conte69 ). Fig. 5 shows myelin and GI maps on medial and lateral views of both hemispheres; Supplementary Figure 1 shows maps of CMRGlu, CMRO2, and CBF. Higher aerobic glycolysis (very positive GI) occurs mainly in lightly myelinated association cortex of the frontal and parietal lobes. Very low aerobic glycolysis (very negative GI) occurs in very lightly myelinated cortex of the anterior insula, temporal pole, and anterior cingulate. In these regions, total glycolysis is much closer to the amount required for oxidative phosphorylation than in the regions with highly positive GI. Heavily myelinated primary sensory/motor cortex tends to have intermediate aerobic glycolysis (a GI of around or slightly above zero). Of the association cortices, prefrontal, medial parietal, posterior cingulate, posterior inferior parietal, and IPS cortices have the highest aerobic glycolysis (GI is very positive). Temporal cortex and anterior inferior parietal association cortices have lower aerobic glycolysis (GI slightly below zero), in contrast to the other lightly myelinated association areas.
To relate both cortical metabolic parameters and myelin to brain function, we used the functional network parcellations of Yeo et al. (2011) and Power et al. (2011) , which are available on the same atlas surface mesh as our myelin and PET data. We calculated the mean myelin content value, GI value, CMRGlu value, CMRO2 value, and CBF value inside each network. The percentile relative to the full data range are reported in (Supplementary Tables 1 (Yeo et al., 2011) and 2 (Power et al., 2011) ). Fig. 6 shows the Yeo et al maps on the cortical surface with the mean value displayed in each functional network (see Supplementary Figure 2 for the corresponding Power et al., 2011 map) . The most heavily myelinated networks in both Yeo and Power et al. (2011) are the sensori-motor, auditory, and visual networks (Yeo11: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Power11: 4, 5, 16, 24) along with the network that contains retrosplenial cortex and POS2 (Yeo11: 11; Power 22). The most lightly myelinated networks in both Yeo and Power et al. (2011) are various association networks, including the default mode network, cingulo-opercular network, ventral attention network, and language network (Yeo11: 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 16, 17; Power11: 3, 7, 14, 26) . In between are other association networks like the dorsal attention network, the superior temporal gyrus network, and the fronto-parietal task control network (Yeo11: 6, 12, 14; Power11: 6, 9, 15) . The functional networks with the highest aerobic glycolysis (GI) are a number of the association networks, including the fronto-parietal control network, the default mode network, the dorsal attention network, the ventral attention network, and the retrosplenial/POS2 network (Yeo11: 8, 11, 12, 13, 16; Power11: 3, 6, 7, 15, 22, 26) . Lower aerobic glycolysis (GI) is found in the sensori-motor, auditory, and visual networks (Yeo11: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; Power11: 4, 5, 16, 24) . Some other association networks also have lower aerobic glycolysis (GI), such as the superior temporal gyrus network and the cingulo-opercular network (Yeo11: 7, 14, 17; Power11: 9, 14) . Though there are exceptions on both sides, primary sensory and motor networks tend to have higher myelin but lower aerobic glycolysis, whereas association networks tend to have lower myelin but higher aerobic glycolysis.
The generally higher aerobic glycolysis in lightly myelinated association cortex may be related to synaptic plasticity as mentioned above. Vaishnavi et al. (2010) argued that increased synaptic plasticity might be one reason for elevated aerobic glycolysis. CMRGlu is elevated to twice adult levels during early childhood (2-10 years) (Chugani et al., 1987) when regions with high aerobic glycolysis also expand more than other cortical regions (Hill et al., 2010 ) and become myelinated according to Flechsig. Although GI has not been measured during development, because there is not a corresponding increase in CMRO2 during this period of elevated CMRGlu (Takahashi et al., 1999) , much of this increased glycolysis likely occurs beyond that required for oxidative metabolism. Thus, we would expect GI to be highly increased during early childhood. The increased glycolysis during early childhood may be used for anabolic processes in the developing human brain, an idea that would make sense given the developmental cortical expansion and subcortical myelination that are occurring at the same time. Given the inverse relationship in adults between cortical myelination and aerobic glycolysis, lightly myelinated areas may have greater synaptic plasticity than more heavily myelinated areas both during development, and in the adult brain. We speculate that the functions of the lightly myelinated cortical areas, largely higher order cognitive functions, may require more adaptable, dynamic, and plastic circuitry than heavily myelinated, less glycolytic cortical areas. These heavily myelinated regions, such as primary sensory or motor areas, may need to be more static and hardwired to perform their lower order sensory and motor functions. Thus, in many brain regions, cortical myelin content may be a surrogate for overall synaptic plasticity of functional networks and their constituent cortical areas.
It is important to note, however, that the association between myelination and GI is not a simple linear relationship. The very lightly myelinated cortical areas (black on the myelin maps), together with hippocampal and parahippocampal cortex have the lowest aerobic glycolysis in the cerebral cortex. Interestingly, the cortical areas with very light myelination are all the same type of cortex, namely proisocortex (Glasser and Van Essen, 2011) . Presumably, some functional difference in these cortical areas explains both their light myelination and low aerobic glycolysis. Lightly myelinated regions in lateral temporal cortex and anterior inferior parietal cortex have a lower amount of aerobic glycolysis than other association areas. Interestingly, temporal cortex (TEa) tends to have less complex dendritic arbors and spine density than frontal cortex (Area 10) in the macaque (Elston et al., 2001) . Also, temporal cortex is distinctly vulnerable during development relative to other cortical regions (Frye et al., 2010; Martinussen et al., 2005) . Thus, the inverse relationship between myelin and GI is strongest for a subset of lightly myelinated association areas in prefrontal, medial parietal, and posterior and inferior parietal cortex.
Summary and future directions for in vivo myeloarchitectonics
One of myelin's functions in the cortical gray matter may be as an inhibitor of intra-cortical circuit plasticity. The more plastic regions are thicker, have more spines, more complex intracortical circuits, less myelin/volume, and generally use more glucose than expected under aerobic conditions. Early sensory areas may require less plasticity, and thereby require more myelination. Hierarchically higher association areas have less myelination, which might enable greater plasticity. Among macaques, chimpanzees, and humans, humans have more lightly myelinated cortex relative to heavily myelinated cortex, whereas macaques and chimpanzees have the opposite pattern. Human higher cognitive abilities such as language may require the significant expansion of more plastic lightly myelinated association cortex relative to the common set of heavily myelinated areas present across the three species. Interestingly, comparative genomics studies have suggested that relative to nonhuman primates, humans have modified the both expression and sequences of genes involved in synapse formation and aerobic energy metabolism. Thus, the human brain may have a relatively higher energy expenditure than expected for its size and greater synaptic plasticity compared to the brains of nonhuman primates (Reviewed (Preuss, 2011) ), perhaps because of the great expansion of the lightly myelinated and more plastic cortex.
To evaluate these hypotheses, experiments are needed that probe whether myelin has a causal or merely correlative relationship with synaptic plasticity. Beyond the overall association/primary dichotomy, there are additional details, including the very lightly myelinated regions having the lowest GI and a number of heavily myelinated regions having higher GI (e.g. within the IPS, in vicinity of POS2 and retrosplenial cortex, or in orbitofrontal cortex in 47 m). Additionally the association cortex in the lateral temporal and anterior inferior parietal regions has a lower GI than other association regions.
Myelin content maps represent an initial step forward in in vivo, MRI-based architectonic analysis. Classical myeloarchitectonic studies have shown that some cortical areas can be discriminated by the laminar pattern of myelination (e.g., the prominence of inner and/or outer bands of Baillarger), not just by the overall degree of myelination (Hopf, 1955 (Hopf, , 1956 Hopf and Vitzthum, 1957) . Many additional cortical areas may be discriminable using high-resolution in vivo imaging of the laminar profiles of myelin content. Such analysis will benefit from higher field strength scanners (7 T or higher), advanced motion correction techniques to reduce blurring, and improved algorithms (Waehnert et al., 2014) to generate anatomically correct intermediate cortical surfaces that respect differences in laminar position caused by cortical folding in gyri and sulci (Bok, 1929) . Before moving on to in vivo studies, these approaches will benefit from post-mortem imaging that offers some technical advantages and also allows direct comparisons with histology in the same brain.
The cortical parcellation problem inherent in the title of the special issue, "in vivo Brodmann mapping," is indeed a difficult one.
Cortical parcellations are most convincing when areal borders are present in multiple modalities in the same spatial locations (Zilles and Amunts, 2010) . Myelin maps provide one of those modalities (Glasser and Van Essen, 2011 ). Resting state and task fMRI provide two others (Glasser et al., 2011a) . However, subdivisions based on similarities in functional and anatomical connectivity often cut across well-defined architectonic areas (Van Essen and Glasser, this issue). While diffusion tractography has had significant success in reconstructing the major fiber pathways in humans (e.g. Glasser and Rilling, 2008) or across species (Rilling et al., , 2011 , its use in parcellation of the cortical gray matter is still a work in progress. Fully surface-based tractography approaches will need to be cross-validated with other modalities, like myelin maps and fMRI, to see that they produce areal borders, rather than borders that are due to algorithmic biases or geometrical considerations like cortical folding or fascicle orientations in deep white matter (Van Essen et al., in press ). Cortical parcellation has been an ongoing enterprise for over a century (Nieuwenhuys, 2012) , and even in the smaller, simpler, and much more studied macaque, a consensus parcellation has not yet been achieved . Additionally, the hypothesis that all of cortex can be partitioned into areas has not yet been fully tested. Nevertheless, best guess predictions (Nieuwenhuys, 2012; Van Essen et al., 2012b) suggest that there are 150-200 cortical areas in each human hemisphere. We therefore expect many exciting developments in the field of in vivo Brodmann mapping in the years to come.
